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additions containing many merry tales of all lawes worth the reading^
because they are worthy to be remembered, which was published
almost, if not quite, simultaneously, as the title-page bears the same
date, 1591. By 7th February 1592 was registered The Thirde and
last Part of Conny-catching. Wzth the new devised knauish Art of
Foole-takingyVrhidi was brought out soon after by another publisher.
The dates aie important. The second part must have been well in
hand, if not actually finished, when the first part went to press , yet
this second part alleges that his enemies, the cony-catchers, have
already been badly hit by his exposures, and refeis to people who
have taken warning at his revelations, and others who had not read
the first book in time to escape being duped.1 These disingenuous
tactics naturally incline one to the belief that Greene was much
more intent on a profitable sale for his writings than on the patriotic
object indicated in the new motto adopted in his cony-catching
series, Nascimur pro patria. Other suspicious circumstances come
to light as the campaign goes on.
The first The fiist part denounces two principal tricks by which the
fart of unwary, especially countrymen, are swindled in London : the ait
of cony-catching or cheating at cards, and the art of cross-biting.
Greene describes the former as similar to the old barnard's law,
a method expounded in the Manifest Detection of Dyce Play ; but
adds : <c Yet is the Art of Cunny-catching so farre beyond it in
subtiltie, as the devill is more honest than the holiest AngelL" Four
performers were required in the practice of barnard's law : the
takei up, the verser, the barnard, and the rutter. The first is the
decoy ; the second, " a man of worship," with whom they go to a
tavern ; there the barnard stumbles in, an unwary-looking, half-
drunken old farmer, with whom they start gaming ; and when the
victim has lost all his money the rutter plays his part, which is to
start a row, under cover of which the barnard steals off with the
plunder. Greene really has nothing to add to the explanation of the
process borrowed from the older book, though he talks glibly about
having consorted with rogues, " as a spie to have an insight into their
knaveries, that seeing their traines I might eschew their snares."
He rings the changes on some of the technical terms, which were
apt to alter with the usual shifts of cant lingo; yet he fails to
1 See Jordan, 85-87

